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Abstract—The computational grid is rapidly evolving into a service-oriented computing infrastructure that facilitates resource sharing
and large-scale problem solving over the Internet. Service discovery becomes an issue of vital importance in utilizing grid facilities. This
paper presents ROSSE, a Rough sets-based search engine for grid service discovery. Building on the Rough sets theory, ROSSE is
novel in its capability to deal with the uncertainty of properties when matching services. In this way, ROSSE can discover the services
that are most relevant to a service query from a functional point of view. Since functionally matched services may have distinct
nonfunctional properties related to the quality of service (QoS), ROSSE introduces a QoS model to further filter matched services with
their QoS values to maximize user satisfaction in service discovery. ROSSE is evaluated from the aspects of accuracy and efficiency in
discovery of computing services.
Index Terms—Grid computing, Semantic Web, grid service discovery, QoS modeling, Rough sets.
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INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of Web service technologies [1],
the computational grid [2] is rapidly evolving into a
service-oriented computing infrastructure that facilitates
resource sharing and large-scale problem solving over the
Internet [3]. The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)
[4], promoted by the Open Grid Forum (OGF, http://
www.ogf.org) as a standard service-oriented architecture
(SOA) for grid applications, has facilitated the evolution. It
is expected that the Web Service Resource Framework
(WSRF) [5] will be acting as an enabling technology to drive
this evolution further. The promise of SOA is the enabling
of loose coupling, robustness, scalability, extensibility, and
interoperability for large-scale grid systems.
As shown in Fig. 1, various resources on the Internet
including processors, disk storage, network links, instrumentation and visualization devices, domain applications,
and software libraries can be exposed as OGSA/WSRFbased grid services, which are usually registered with a
service registry. A service bus building on service-oriented
grid middleware technologies such as Globus [6] enables
the instantiation of grid services. A grid environment may
host a large number of services. Therefore, service discovery becomes an issue of vital importance in utilizing
grid facilities.
Grid services are implemented as software components,
the interfaces of which are used to describe their functional
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and nonfunctional properties (attributes). Advertising
services in a grid environment means that service-associated properties are registered with a service registry.
Service discovery involves a matching process in which the
properties of a service query are matched with that of a
service advertisement.
In a grid environment, service publishers may advertise
services independently using their predefined properties to
describe services. Therefore, uncertainty of service properties exists when matching services. An uncertain property is
defined as a service property that is explicitly used by one
advertised service but does not appear in another service
advertisement that belongs to the same service category.
This can be further illustrated using Table 1. For example,
property P1 , which is explicitly used by service S1 in its
advertisement, does not appear in the advertisement of
service S2 . Similarly, property P3 , which is explicitly used
by service S2 , does not appear in the advertisement of
service S1 . When services S1 and S2 are matched with a
service query using properties P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 , property
P1 becomes an uncertain property in matching service S2 ,
and property P3 becomes an uncertain property in matching service S1 . Consequently, both S1 and S2 may not be
discovered because of the existence of uncertainty of
properties even though the two services are relevant to
the query.
It is worth noting that properties used in service
advertisements may have dependencies, e.g., both P1 and
P3 may be dependent properties of P2 when describing
services S1 and S2 , respectively. Both S1 and S2 can be
discovered if P1 and P3 (which are uncertain properties in
terms of the user query) are dynamically identified and
reduced in the matching process. To increase the accuracy
of service discovery, a search engine should be able to deal
with uncertainty of properties when matching services.
In this paper, we present ROSSE [21], [22], [23], [24]: a
search engine for grid service discovery. Building on Rough
sets theory [25], ROSSE is novel in its capability to deal with
uncertainty of service properties when matching services.
This is achieved by dynamically identifying and reducing
dependent properties that may be uncertain properties
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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TABLE 1
Two Service Advertisements with Uncertain Service Properties

Fig. 1. A layered structure of service-oriented grid systems.

when matching a service query. In this way, ROSSE
increases the accuracy in service discovery. In addition,
functionally matched services may have distinct nonfunctional properties related to the quality of service (QoS). To
maximize user satisfaction in service discovery, ROSSE
introduces a QoS model to further filter matched services
with their QoS values. Finally, ROSSE is evaluated from the
aspects of accuracy and efficiency in discovery of computing services.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the design of ROSSE with a focus on
dependent property reduction (DPR). Section 3 introduces a
QoS model to filter matched services with their QoS values.
Section 4 briefly describes the implementation of ROSSE
and gives a case study to illustrate the application of ROSSE
for discovery of computing services. Section 5 evaluates the
accuracy and efficiency of ROSSE in service discovery.
Section 6 discusses some related work, and Section 7
concludes the paper.

2

THE DESIGN

OF

ROSSE

ROSSE considers input and output properties individually
when matching services. For the simplicity of expression,
input and output properties used in a service query are
generally referred to as service properties. The same goes
for service advertisements. Fig. 2 shows ROSSE components. The interactions between the components follow two
processes—service publication and service discovery.
Service publication. Service publishers advertise their
services to ROSSE through a Web user interface (step 1).
Advertised services with WSDL interfaces or OWL-S [13]
interfaces are then loaded into the ROSSE Service Repository, in which the elements of services such as the names
and properties of services are registered with ROSSE
(step 2). When advertising services, service publishers
may also publish service ontologies that can be defined in
OWL [14]. These OWL ontologies are then parsed by an
OWL parser (step 3) and loaded into the ROSSE Ontology
Repository (step 4). The ontology repository is used by an

inference engine to infer the semantic relationships of
properties when matching services.
Service discovery. A user posts a service query to ROSSE
via its Web user interface (step 5). The query includes a
service category of interest and expected service properties.
The query is then passed to the Irrelevant Property
Identification component (step 6), which accesses the ROSSE
Service Repository (step 7) to identify and mark the
properties of advertised services that are irrelevant to the
properties used in the service query based on the ontologies
defined in the ROSSE Ontology Repository (step 8). The
query is then passed to the DPR component (step 9), which
accesses the ROSSE Service Repository to identify and mark
dependent properties (step 10). Upon completion, the DPR
component invokes the Service Similarity Computing (SSC)
component (step 11), which accesses ROSSE Service Repository (step 12) to compute the match degrees of relevant
properties of advertised services to the service query. An
irrelevant property is given a match degree of zero. The SSC
component further computes the similarity degrees of
advertised services to the service query using the match
degrees of their individual properties. It should be noted
that dependent properties that may be uncertain properties
are not involved in the similarity computing process. As a
result, the similarity degrees of advertised services will not
be affected by these uncertain properties. In this way, ROSSE
can discover the services that are most relevant to the service
query. Up to now, advertised services are matched with
their functional properties. As functionally matched services
may have distinct nonfunctional properties related to QoS,
the SSC component invokes the QoS Modeling component
(step 13), which in turn filters functionally matched services

Fig. 2. ROSSE components.
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with QoS values (step 14). Finally, a list of discovered
services that are ranked with their functionally matched
degrees is presented to a user (step 16) via the Web user
interface of ROSSE (step 15). Each of the discovered services
has a QoS value associated with it.
In the following sections, we describe in depth the
processes involved in service discovery in ROSSE. First, we
introduce Rough sets for service discovery.

2.1 Rough Sets for Service Discovery
The Rough sets theory can be considered as a mathematical
technique to deal with uncertainty in knowledge discovery
[35]. A fundamental principle of a Rough sets-based
learning system is to discover redundancies and dependencies between the given features of a problem to be
classified. The Rough sets theory approaches a given
concept using lower and upper approximations.
Let
 be a domain ontology,
U be a set of N advertised services whose properties
are defined in , U ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sN g, N  1,
. P be a set of K properties that describe the N
advertised services of the set U, P ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pK g,
K  1,
. PA be a set of M properties that are relevant to the
properties used in a service query Q in terms of ,
PA ¼ fpA1 ; pA2 ; . . . ; pAM g, PA  P , M  1,
. X be a set of advertised services that are relevant to
the service query Q in terms of , X  U,
. X be a lower approximation of the set X,
. X be an upper approximation of the set X, and
. ½xPA be a set of advertised services that are
exclusively defined by the properties of the set PA ,
x 2 U.
According to the Rough sets theory, we have
.
.

X ¼ fx 2 U : ½xPA  Xg;

ð1Þ

X ¼ fx 2 U : ½xPA \ X 6¼ ;g:

ð2Þ

We define the following relationships between pQ and pA
based on the work proposed by Paolucci et al. [15]:
Exact match. pQ and pA are equivalent, or pQ is a
subclass of pA .
. Plug-in match. pA subsumes pQ .
. Subsume match. pQ subsumes pA .
. Nomatch. There is no subsumption between pQ
and pA .
If pA has a nomatch relationship with each pQ used in a
service query, then pA will be marked as an irrelevant
property when matching the service query.
As introduced in Section 1, uncertainty of properties may
exist in advertised services when matching a service query.
An uncertain property is a service property that is explicitly
used in one advertised service but does not appear in
another service advertisement that belongs to the same
service category. As advertised services are structured as
service records in ROSSE using a database, we define an
uncertain relationship between pQ and pA as follows:
.

.

2.3 Dependent Property Reduction
The properties of advertised services may have dependencies by which ROSSE deals with uncertainty of properties.
Dependent properties are indecisive (redundant) properties
that can be reduced when matching services. A reduct is a
set of decisive properties that are sufficient enough to
describe those advertised services that are relevant to a
service query. Based on the Rough sets theory, ROSSE
identifies indecisive properties in the following way:
Let
.
.

.

For a service property p 2 PA , we have the following:
. 8x 2 X, x definitely has property p.
. 8x 2 X, x possibly has property p.
. 8x 2 U  X, x absolutely does not have property p.
For a service query, there could be a large number of
matched services. Using the size of the set X, a user can
dynamically determine the size of the set X that would
maximize user satisfaction in service discovery. The
selection of services based on lower and upper approximations will be further discussed in Section 2.5.

2.2 Irrelevant Property Identification
The properties used in a service advertisement may have
semantic relationships with the properties used in a service
query based on the definition of a domain ontology.
Let
.
.

pQ be a property used in a service query and
pA be a property used in a service advertisement.

Uncertain. There is no subsumption between pQ and
pA , and pA has an empty value, which is NULL.

, X, P , and PA be defined as in Section 2.1,
PAD be a set of LD decisive properties when
matching a service query Q in terms of ,
D
D
D
PAD ¼ fpD
A1 ; pA2 ; . . . ; pALD g, PA  PA , LD  1,
IND
PA
be a set of LIND indecisive (dependent)
properties when matching the service query Q in
terms of ,
IND
IND
PAIND ¼ fpIND
A1 ; pA2 ; . . . ; pALIND g;

PAIND  PA ; LIND  1;
.
.
.

.

.
.

INDðÞ be an indiscernibility relation,
f be a mapping function from a property to an
advertised service,
SðQ; sÞ be the similarity degree of an advertised
service s to the service query Q in terms of , s 2 X
(SðQ; sÞ can be computed using (6) to be presented in
Section 2.4),
Y be a set of objective services that are relevant to the
service query Q, Y  X (we define Y ¼ f8ðx; yÞ 2
Y ; SðQ; xÞ ¼ SðQ; yÞ : 8s 2 ðX  Y Þ; SðQ; sÞ < SðQ; xÞg),
½Y PA be a set of objective services that are defined by
the properties of the set PA ,
½Y P D be a set of objective services that are defined by
A
the decisive properties of the set PAD , and
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½Y ðPA P IND Þ be a set of objective services that are
A
defined by the properties of the set PA  PAIND .
Then, we have

.

INDðPAIND Þ ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 X :
IND
8pIND
2 PAIND ; fðx; pIND
Ai
Ai Þ ¼ fðy; pAi Þg;

½Y PA ¼ ½Y P D ¼ ½Y ðPA P IND Þ :
A

A

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

Expression (3) shows that indecisive properties are
dispensable in differentiating advertised services, and (4)
further indicates that the set of objective services can always
be identified regardless of the existence of indecisive
properties. Algorithm 1 shows the discovery of decisive
properties in which lines 1-7 are used to identify individual
indecisive properties, and lines 8-15 are used to check all
possible combinations of these individual indecisive properties with an aim to compute a maximal set of indecisive
properties. It should be noted that some uncertain properties of advertised services may be indecisive properties. As
a result, these uncertain properties will be reduced when
computing the similarity degrees of services. In other
words, for a service query, some uncertain properties may
not affect the similarity degree of an advertised service.
Accordingly, ROSSE increases the accuracy of service
discovery.
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approach is that the mapping from a semantic relationship
to a fuzzy variable does not consider the semantic distances
of the properties involved. For example, two plug-in
matches with different semantic distances are mapped to
the same fuzzy variable that is relevant. To increase the
accuracy in assigning matching degrees between pQ and pA ,
semantic distances should be taken into account.
Let
domðpQ ; pA Þ be the degree of a match between pQ
and pA and
. kPQ ; PA k be the semantic distance between pQ and pA
in terms of a domain ontology .
Following the work proposed in [36] for assigning match
degrees, we further define domðpQ ; pA Þ as follows:
8
1
exact match;
>
>
1
1
>
>
< 2 þ eðkPQ ;PA k1Þ plugin match; kPQ ; PA k  2;
1
domðPQ ; PA Þ ¼
subsume match; kPQ ; PAk  1;
2eðkPQ ;PA k1Þ
>
>
>
0:5
uncertain match;
>
:
0
nomatch:
ð5Þ
.

According to (5), for a plug-in match between pQ and pA ,
domðpQ ; pA Þ 2 ð0:5; 1Þ. For a subsume match between pQ and
pA , domðpQ ; pA Þ 2 ð0; 0:5.
Let
PAD and SðQ; sÞ be defined as in Section 2.3,
PQ be a set of M properties used in a service query
Q, PQ ¼ fpQ1 ; pQ2 ; . . . ; pQM g, M  1, and
. domðpQi ; pAj Þ be a match degree between PQi and PAj
in terms of a domain ontology , pQi 2 PQ , 1  i  M,
pAj 2 PAD , 1  j  LD .
As every decisive property of an advertised service s has
a maximal match degree when matching all the properties
used in a service query, SðQ; sÞ can be computed using the
following:
,
LD X
M
X
SðQ; sÞ ¼
maxðdomðpQi ; pAj ÞÞ LD :
ð6Þ
.
.

j¼1 i¼1

Therefore, each advertised service has a similarity degree
to a service query.

2.4 Computing Similarity Degrees
As described in Section 2.2, a match between pQ and pA can
be exact, plug-in, subsume, uncertain, or nomatch. For each
match, a numerical degree should be assigned so that the
relationship between pQ and pA can be quantified. Tsetsos
et al. [37] use fuzzy set theory to evaluate service
matchmaking. The relationships between the properties of
advertised services and the properties of service queries are
mapped to fuzzy linguistic variables, e.g., exact is mapped
to very relevant, and plug-in is mapped to relevant. In this
work, linear trapezoidal membership functions are assumed for capturing the vagueness of the various linguistic
terms. The preliminary results show the effectiveness of the
fuzzy linguistic approach in quantifying match degrees for
service matchmaking. However, one major concern with the

2.5

Lower and Upper Approximations of Matched
Services
For a service query, the number of matched services could
be large. To facilitate users in choosing the services that
would maximally satisfy their queries, the set of discovered
services need to be dynamically determined. We apply the
concept of lower and upper approximations of Rough sets
for this purpose.
Let
.
.
.
.
.

U, X, X, and X be defined as in Section 2.1,
SðQ; sÞ be defined as in Section 2.3,
jXj be the cardinality of the set X,
jXj be the cardinality of the set X,
jXj
 be an approximation degree,  ¼ jXj , 0 <   1,
jXj 6¼ 0,
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X1 be a set of advertised services, 8s 2 X1 , SðQ; sÞ ¼
100 percent,
. jX1 j be the cardinality of the set X1 ,
. X2 be a set of advertised services, 8s 2 X2 , 0 <
SðQ; sÞ < 100 percent, and
. jX2 j be the cardinality of the set X2 .
Then, according to (1) and (2), we have

X1
jX1 j > 0;
X¼
ð7Þ
X  X2 : jXj ¼ jX2 j   jX1 j ¼ 0;
.


X¼

X1
X2

jX1 j > 0;
jX1 j ¼ 0:

ð8Þ

QOS MODELING

As described in Section 2, ROSSE uses the functional
properties of services to match services. However, services
may have distinct nonfunctional properties related to QoS.
To maximize user satisfaction in a service query, functionally matched services should be further filtered with their
QoS properties. Zeng et al. [26] propose a set of QoS
properties for Web service composition. In this section, we
revisit these QoS properties in terms of grid computing
environments. We classify QoS properties into two classes—system-related properties and non-system-related
properties.

3.1 System-Related QoS Properties
The performance of a service is largely affected by the
capacity of a computing environment that hosts the service.
We discuss three QoS properties in this category, i.e.,
reliability, execution efficiency, and availability.
3.1.1 Reliability
The reliability qreliability ðsÞ of a service s represents the ability
of the service to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified period of time [40]. In ROSSE, the
qreliability ðsÞ of service s is measured with its successful
execution rate, which can be computed using the statistical
approach proposed in [26].
Let
.
.

fE1 ; E2 ; . . . ; En g; Emax ¼ maxðE1 ; E2 ; . . . ; En Þ;
.

and
Emin be the minimal successful execution rate among
the list of
fE1 ; E2 ; . . . ; En g; Emin ¼ minðE1 ; E2 ; . . . ; En Þ:

If the set X1 exists, then the set X1 will be presented to a
user as both the upper and the lower approximation sets of
matched services for the service query.
If the set X1 does not exist, then a user can apply an
approximation degree  to dynamically determine the
lower approximation set of matched services. In this way,
advertised services with low similarity degrees may not be
presented to the user. The set X2 will be used as the upper
approximation set of matched services for the service query.

3

.

description, and Ninvoke ðsi Þ is the total number of
invocations of service si ,
Emax be the maximal successful execution rate
among the list of

S be a set of services that are functionally matched to
a service query, S ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sn g, n  1,
Ei be the successful execution rate of service si ðsi 2
exe ðsi Þ
SÞ for a given period of time, Ei ¼ Nninvoke
ðsi Þ , where
nexe ðsi Þ is the number of times that service si has
been successfully completed within the maximum
expected time frame as specified in the service

Then, we define

qreliability ðsi Þ ¼

Ei Emin
Emax Emin

1

Emax ¼
6 Emin ;
Emax ¼ Emin :

ð9Þ

It should be noted that running a service reliably
demands a certain amount of CPU processing power and
memory space. The reliability of a service is largely affected
by the capacity of the grid that hosts the service. A grid is a
dynamic computing environment in nature. For example,
computing nodes may join or leave the environment
dynamically. Services can be dynamically deployed to a
certain node in the environment upon request. The workload of a node may change frequently. Considering the
dynamic nature of grid environments, we further tune the
computed qreliability ðsi Þ of service si in such a way that
qreliability ðsi Þ ¼ K  qreliability ðsi Þ. K is a variable that can be
ðsi Þ
computed using K ¼ nnode
Nnode , where nnode ðsi Þ is the number
of computing nodes in a grid environment that meet both
the CPU and memory requirements of service si at the time
when the service is requested, and Nnode is the total number
of computing nodes in the grid at that time. The resource
information on the usage of CPU and memory of computing nodes in a grid can be collected using a monitor system
such as Ganglia.1

3.1.2 Execution Efficiency
The execution efficiency qefficiency ðsÞ of a service s refers to
how fast the service can be executed. The qefficiency ðsÞ of
service s is measured in terms of its execution duration,
which could be computed using the approach proposed in
[26]. The execution duration of a service is the sum of the
processing time and the transmission time. It is worth
noting that computing the processing time of a service in a
dynamic grid environment is a challenging issue itself [41],
[42]. The work presented in [26] does not provide an
approach to compute the processing time of a service. In
ROSSE, we measure the execution duration of a service and
compute its execution efficiency in the following way:
Let
.
.

S be a set of services that are functionally matched to
a service query, S ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sn g, n  1,
Ti be a measured execution duration of service
si ðsi 2 SÞ running on a dedicated computing node

1. http://ganglia.sourceforge.net.
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(each service runs exclusively on the node during its
execution),
. Tmax be the maximal execution duration among the
list of fT1 ; T2 ; . . . ; Tn g, Tmax ¼ maxðT1 ; T2 ; . . . ; Tn Þ,
and
. Tmin be the minimal execution duration among the
list of fT1 ; T2 ; . . . ; Tn g, Tmin ¼ minðT1 ; T2 ; . . . ; Tn Þ.
Then, we define
 T T
max
i
Tmax 6¼ Tmin ;
ð10Þ
qefficiency ðsi Þ ¼ Tmax Tmin
1
Tmax ¼ Tmin :

3.1.3 Availability
The availability qavailability ðsÞ of a service s is defined as the
probability that service s can be accessed at a particular
time [26]. In ROSSE, qavailability ðsÞ is computed using
avail ðsÞ
qavailability ðsÞ ¼ Nninvoke
ðsÞ . For a given period of time, navail ðsÞ
is the number of successful invocations of service s within
the maximum expected time frame as specified in service
description, and Ninvoke ðsÞ is the total number of invocations
of service s.
3.2 Non-System-Related QoS Properties
We classify non-system-related QoS properties into costeffectiveness and reputation.
3.2.1 Cost-Effectiveness
The cost-effectiveness qcost effectiveness ðsÞ of a service s refers
to the effectiveness of cost in using the service. In ROSSE,
cost-effectiveness is computed in the following way:
Let
S be a set of services that are functionally matched to
a service query, S ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sn g, n  1,
. Ci be the cost of using service si , si 2 S, 1  i  n,
. Cmax be the maximal cost among the list of
fC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn g, Cmax ¼ maxðC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn Þ, and
. Cmin be the minimal cost among the list of
fC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn g, Cmin ¼ minðC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn Þ.
Then, we define
 C C
max
i
Cmax 6¼ Cmin ;
ð11Þ
qcos t effectiveness ðsi Þ ¼ Cmax Cmin
1
Cmax ¼ Cmin :
.

3.2.2 Reputation
The reputation qreputation ðsÞ of a service s is a ranking degree
of a user’s experience in using the service. In ROSSE,
qreputation ðsÞ is computed using the following:
Pk
j¼1 RDj ðsÞ
;
qreputation ðsÞ ¼
k
where RDj ðsÞ is a ranking degree of user j on using service
s, 0  RDj ðsÞ  1, and k is the total number of users
involved in the evaluation process.

3.3

Overall QoS Values of Functionally Matched
Services
Based on the computed values of the aforementioned QoS
properties, the overall QoS value QðsÞ of service s can be
computed using the following:
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QðsÞ ¼ w1 qavailability þ w2 qreliability
þ w3 qefficiency þ w4 qcos t effectiveness þ w5 qreputation ;
ð12Þ
where w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , and w5 are the weights of
availability, reliability, execution efficiency, cost-effectiveness,
P5 and reputation of service s, respectively, wi 2 ½0; 1,
i¼1 wi ¼ 1. The weights are assigned based on user
preferences.

4

ROSSE CASE STUDY

In this section, we briefly describe the implementation of
ROSSE. Then, we give a case study to illustrate the
application of ROSSE to discover computing services.

4.1 ROSSE Implementation
ROSSE is implemented as a Web system using Java and
Web technologies. ROSSE has a Web user interface, as
shown in Fig. 3, for service publication and discovery.
ROSSE provides users with graphical user interfaces for
publishing services with WSDL interfaces. ROSSE uses the
OWL-S API to directly register services with OWL-S
interfaces. The ROSSE Service Repository consists of a
UDDI registry for WSDL services and a service repository
for OWL-S services. jUDDI and mySQL are used to build
the UDDI registry. The OWL-S service repository is also
structured as a database that records service elements such
as service names and service properties.
To facilitate the reduction of dependent properties,
service records are structured in such a way that each
column has only one property associated with it. Ontologies
defined in OWL documents are loaded into ROSSE using
the Protégé OWL API, which in turn invokes RACER [27] to
infer a semantic relationship between two properties
defined in an OWL ontology. However, we implemented
a light-weighted reasoner in ROSSE to replace RACER. The
main reason for this is that RACER has a high overhead
when parsing multiple OWL documents. Each time RACER
parses an OWL document, it needs an initialization process
that is time consuming. It should be pointed out that ROSSE
services that belong to the same service category may be
defined with distinct ontologies. For example, two ontologies used by ROSSE may have the same set of service
properties but with different topologies. ROSSE manages
multiple ontologies in its ontology repository. When
requested, ROSSE only loads the ontology repository once,
and it maintains multiple ontologies in memory. The
relationships of the properties defined in these OWL
ontologies are kept in a database. The ROSSE reasoner
accesses these database records to make inferences between
multiple ontologies. We compare the overhead of RACER
with that of the ROSSE reasoner in Section 5.
4.2 Discovery of Computing Services in ROSSE
Fig. 4 shows the ontologies used in this case study defining
the classifications of grid entities, security, virtual organization (VO) management, computing resource properties,
CPU properties, and hard-disk properties, respectively.
When matching properties related to VO management,
two ontologies (strictly two ontology topologies) are used to
classify VOs, which are represented respectively by c1-c4
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Fig. 3. The Web user interface of ROSSE.

and g1-g3. Computing services are registered with the
ROSSE Service Repository. In the following parts, we
describe how services are matched and discovered using
the following query:

4.2.1 Building a Decision Table
A service decision table is used to identify dependent
properties among services. As the number of services
registered with ROSSE is large, the decision table is
constructed by sampling registered services. For a specific
query, ROSSE randomly selects a certain number of service
records. An advertised service record is selected if one of its
properties has a valid relationship with a property used in a
service query. The relationship can be exact, plug-in, or
subsume, as described in Section 2.2.
Table 2a shows a segment of the decision table with
13 advertised service records. As can be seen in Table 2a,
the properties of advertised services that are relevant to the
service query are d3, b4, e4, f3, f5, d8, d6, f2, c4/g3, e1, and b3.
If a property in a service record is marked with 1, this
means that the property is explicitly used by the service in
its advertisement. For example, the service S1 has properties
of d3, b4, e4, f3, e1, and b3 in its advertisement. A property
marked with X in a service record means that the service
does not explicitly have the corresponding property in its
advertisement. It should be noted that a property marked
with X in a service record does not necessarily mean that
this property is not relevant to the service. Such a property
could be dependent on other properties used by the service.
ROSSE considers properties marked with X as uncertain
properties when matching services.
4.2.2 Reducing Dependent Properties
Once a service decision table is constructed, the next step is
to identify dependent properties. Using Algorithm 1,
presented in Section 2.3, we identify that properties b4, e4,
and f3 are dependent (indecisive) properties that can be
reduced from the decision table when computing the
similarity degrees of services. Table 2b shows the dependent properties identified, and Table 2c shows the segment
of the decision table without dependent properties.

Fig. 4. Ontologies used in searching for computing services.

4.2.3 Computing Similarity Degrees
Decisive properties are used for computing the similarity
degrees of advertised services to a service query. A match
degree can be computed between each decisive property
used in a service advertisement and a property used in the
service query using the ontologies defined in Fig. 4 and (5),
TABLE 2
(a) A Segment of the Decision Table; (b) Identified Dependent
Properties; (c) the Decision Table without Dependent
Properties; (d) Match Degrees to the Service Query
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TABLE 3
Some Results of ROSSE in Matching Services

presented in Section 2.4. Table 2d shows match degrees of
the decisive properties used in the 13 service records. It
should be noted that both c1 and g1 refers to the same
property vomanage, but they are defined with different
ontology topologies. The match degree of the vomanage
property used in the query to the sharedresource property
used in advertised services is computed in such a way that a
mean of two match degrees using the two ontology
definitions (i.e., 50 percent and 18 percent) is computed,
which is 34 percent.
It is worth noting that for an uncertain property that is
marked with X in Table 2d, a match degree of 50 percent
is given using (5), presented in Section 2.4. The similarity
degree of an advertised service to a service query can be
computed using (6), presented in Section 2.4. For the
service query, for example, service S1 has a similarity
degree of 67 percent, and service S13 has a similarity
degree of 64 percent.

5

ROSSE EVALUATION

To evaluate ROSSE, we conducted a set of experiments. The
evaluation was focused on the accuracy and efficiency of
ROSSE in service discovery. In this section, we present the
evaluation results.

5.1 Accuracy of ROSSE in Service Discovery
ROSSE can discover WSDL/UDDI and OWL-S services. We
compare ROSSE with UDDI keyword matching and the
OWL-S matching [15], respectively, from the aspect of
accuracy in service discovery. First, we show how ROSSE
increases the similarity degrees of relevant services to a
service query.
5.1.1 Increased Similarity Degrees of ROSSE
Table 3 shows five services (S1-S5) that are relevant to a
service query. Each service has five properties (P1-P5), of
which P1 and P4 are dependent properties. Except for
service S1, all the other four services S2-S5 have uncertain
properties in their service records. The match degrees of
exact, plug-in, subsume, and uncertain are assigned 100 percent,
87 percent, 50 percent, and 50 percent, respectively.
We observe that UDDI keyword matching, OWL-S
matching, and ROSSE produce different similarity degrees
when matching the five services. In the case of service S1,
UDDI has a match degree of 40 percent, OWL-S has
85 percent, and ROSSE has 96 percent. UDDI produces the
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lowest similarity degree because it only supports an exact
match. ROSSE performs best because of its reduction of
dependent properties (i.e., P1 and P4). OWL-S matching
cannot deal with uncertain properties. As a result, OWL-S
matching produces a similarity degree of zero when
matching services S2-S5 with uncertain properties. In the
case of service S5, UDDI produces a match degree of zero
because there is no exact match in the service advertisement.
ROSSE shows its effectiveness in dealing with uncertain
properties when matching services S2-S5 with a match
degree of 96 percent, 79 percent, 91 percent, and 62 percent,
respectively.

5.1.2 Measuring Precision and Recall
Precision and recall are standard measures that have been
used in information retrieval for measuring the accuracy of
a search method or a search engine [38], [39]. To evaluate
the precision and recall of ROSSE in service discovery, we
selected a set of 30 services, of which 10 services were
relevant to a service query. Each service had five properties,
of which two were dependent properties. We performed
two groups of tests, of which each group involved 10 tests.
For each test, we produced a list in which the 30 services
were listed in a random order. In the tests of group 1, we
enforced two constraints on the selected services. First, no
service had an uncertain property. Second, at least one
property of a service was assigned an exact match. This
ensured that all the relevant services were returned by
UDDI matching, OWL-S matching, and ROSSE, respectively. In the tests of group 2, we removed the two
constraints. We allowed a few services in each of the 10 lists
to have properties that did not have an exact match. We also
assigned some services with uncertain properties. Upon the
completion of matching, the services in each list were
returned with their match degrees in a descending order. It
should be noted that services with a match degree of zero
were not returned.
Let Rel be the set of relevant services, Ret be the set of
returned services, Retrel be the set of returned relevant
services, RC represent recall, and P REC represent precision. We define
RC ¼

jRe trelj
jRe trelj
; P REC ¼
:
jRe lj
jRe tj

Figs. 5 and 6 show the averaged results of the 10 tests in
group 1 and group 2, respectively.
We observe that ROSSE achieves the best performance in
the tests of group 1, whereas UDDI has the worst
performance because of its keyword matching. For example, when the recall is 30 percent, the precisions of ROSSE,
OWL-S, and UDDI are 95 percent, 84 percent, and
65 percent, respectively. This is mainly because of the
capability of ROSSE in the reduction of dependent properties and its use of semantic inference techniques, as outlined
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
We observe that in most cases, ROSSE shows the best
performance in the tests of group 2. However, OWL-S
performs better than ROSSE in two cases when recall is
10 percent and 30 percent, respectively. The reason is that
OWL-S does not deal with uncertain properties. As a result,
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Fig. 5. The performance of ROSSE, OWL-S, and UDDI in the tests of
group 1.

some irrelevant services are not returned because of the
existence of uncertain properties. This leads to a high
precision for some instances. We also observe that in the
tests of group 2, UDDI performs better than OWL-S in some
cases. The reason is that some relevant services that have
uncertain properties are not matched by OWL-S. However,
these relevant services are matched by UDDI because of the
existence of an exact match in their properties.
It should be noted that both OWL-S and UDDI do not
reach a recall of 100 percent in the tests of group 2 because
of their limitations in service matching. For example, OWLS only matches six of the 10 relevant services, and UDDI
matches eight relevant services.
We also compared the performance of ROSSE in the tests
of group 1 and group 2, respectively. The results are plotted
in Fig. 7 showing that ROSSE performs better in group 1
than in group 2. This can be explained by the existence of
uncertain properties of services in the tests of group 2 in
which ROSSE loses some useful information on relevant
services when matching the query. It is worth noting that
ROSSE matches all the relevant services in the tests of both
group 1 and group 2, and it performs reasonably well in
terms of precision and recall.

5.2 Efficiency of ROSSE in Service Discovery
ROSSE was evaluated on a Pentium IV 2.6-GHz machine
with 512 Mbytes of RAM running Red Hat Fedora Linux 3.
We compared the efficiency of ROSSE with that of UDDI

Fig. 6. The performance of ROSSE, OWL-S, and UDDI in the tests of
group 2.
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Fig. 7. The performance of ROSSE in group 1 and group 2.

and the OWL-S algorithm [15], respectively. RACER was
used by the OWL-S algorithm to reason the relationships of
properties. As described in Section 4.1, RACER has a timeintensive initialization process for parsing every OWL
document. We implemented a light-weighted reasoner in
ROSSE to overcome the high overhead incurred by RACER
when parsing multiple OWL documents. We compared the
overhead of the ROSSE reasoner with that of RACER using
two ontologies defined in two OWL documents, and the
results are shown in Fig. 8.
We observe that the difference in overhead between
RACER and the ROSSE reasoner gets larger with an
increase in the number of queries. This is because for each
query received, RACER performs two initialization processes, which consumes roughly 12 seconds. It takes the
ROSSE reasoner about 3.4 seconds to load the two
ontologies. However, once loaded by the ROSSE reasoner,
the two ontologies are maintained in memory for access.
The overhead to parse a query is just a few hundred
microseconds. As a result, the overhead of the ROSSE
reasoner does not change much with an increase in the
number of queries.
To evaluate the efficiency of ROSSE in service discovery,
we registered 10,000 computing services with ROSSE. Each
service had five properties, of which two were dependent
properties. We posted a service query with two properties.
Therefore, 10 ontology queries were parsed by the ROSSE
reasoner and RACER, respectively, when matching the
query. Service properties were defined in one ontology. We

Fig. 8. The overhead of the ROSSE reasoner in the access of two
ontologies.
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Fig. 9. The overhead of ROSSE in matching services.

performed two groups of tests. In group 1, we compared the
overhead of ROSSE with that of UDDI and OWL-S,
respectively, in matching services. In group 2, we evaluated
the efficiency of ROSSE when accessing service records.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the evaluation results of the two
groups, respectively.
In Fig. 9, we observe that UDDI has the least overhead
when matching services. This is because UDDI only
supports keyword matching. It does not incur a reasoning
process, which is usually time consuming. The overhead of
ROSSE in matching services is mainly caused by the process
of reducing dependent properties. The reduction process
gets slower with an increase in the number of services. We
observe that the overhead of OWL-S matching does not
change much with an increase in the number of services.
This is because the overhead of OWL-S matching is mainly
caused by the initialization process of RACER. Other
overhead involved in OWL-S matching is small, e.g., the
overhead of RACER in parsing an ontology query is just a
few hundred microseconds. As a result, the number of
services involved does not make much change to the overall
overhead of OWL-S matching.
In Fig. 10, we observe that ROSSE performs best when
accessing service records due to its reduction of dependent
properties. The OWL-S matching has a similar performance
to UDDI in this process.

6

RELATED WORK

As the computational grid is evolving toward a serviceoriented computing infrastructure, service discovery has
been a research focus in the grid community. Grid
information services such as Globus MDS [31] and
R-GMA [32] facilitate discovery of resources and services
in a grid environment. However, they are restricted to
keyword-based queries. UDDI is an industry initiative for
discovery of Web services. UDDI has been utilized by the
grid community for discovery of grid services [7], [8], [11].
Similar to Globus MDS, UDDI only supports keyword
matching when searching for services. Various UDDI
extensions have been proposed to enhance service discovery [9], [10], [11]. Among them, UDDI-M [11] is flexible
in attaching metadata defined in RDF triples to various
entities associated with a service. Building on UDDI, the
Grimoires service registry [33] supports multiple service
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Fig. 10. Efficiency of ROSSE in accessing service records.

description models, and it takes into account robustness,
efficiency, and security issues.
Semantic Web technologies [12] can be used to further
enhance service discovery. As shown in Fig. 1, services can
be annotated with metadata whose relationships are
typically defined with a domain ontology. One key technology to facilitate service discovery with semantic annotations
is OWL-S, an OWL-based ontology for encoding properties
of Web services. OWL-S ontology defines a service profile
for encoding a service description, a service model for
specifying the behavior of a service, and a service grounding
for invoking the service. Typically, a service discovery
process involves a matching between the profile of a service
advertisement and the profile of a service request using
domain ontologies described in OWL. The service profile
describes not only the functional properties of a service such
as its inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects (IOPEs) but
also nonfunctional features such as name, category, and
QoS-related aspects of a service. Srinivasan et al. [34]
enhanced UDDI for service discovery by embedding OWLS in a UDDI registry. Paolucci et al. [15] present a
matchmaking algorithm for discovery of services with
OWL-S interfaces. Building on this algorithm, a number of
extensions are available. For example, Jaeger et al. [16]
introduce “contravariance” in matching inputs and outputs
between service advertisements and service requests using
OWL-S, Li and Horrocks [17] introduce an “intersection”
relationship between a service advertisement and a service
request, and Majithia et al. [18] introduce reputation metrics
in matching services.
Besides OWL-S, another prominent effort for semantic
annotations of services is WSMO [19], which is built on four
key concepts—ontologies, standard Web services with
WSDL interfaces, goals, and mediators. WSMO stresses
the role of a mediator in order to support interoperation
between Web services. A mechanism is also proposed for
discovery of WSMO services [20].
Although the aforementioned approaches and algorithms are available to facilitate the discovery of grid
services, these efforts have never considered uncertainty of
properties when matching services. As a result, they may
potentially produce a low accuracy when matching services. Building on the Rough sets theory, ROSSE is capable
of reducing uncertain properties. In this way, ROSSE
increases the accuracy of service discovery. ROSSE represents an initial but significant advance toward solving
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uncertainty of properties when matching services for high
accuracy in service discovery.

[5]

7

[6]

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented ROSSE, a search engine for
discovery of grid services. ROSSE builds on the Rough sets
theory to dynamically reduce uncertain properties when
matching services. In this way, ROSSE increases the
accuracy of service discovery. The evaluation results have
shown that ROSSE significantly improves the precision and
recall compared with UDDI keyword matching and OWL-S
matching, respectively. We have also introduced a QoS
model to filter functionally matched services with their
QoS-related nonfunctional performance. To maximize user
satisfaction in service discovery, ROSSE dynamically
determines the set of services that will be presented to
users based on the lower and upper approximations of
relevant services. We expect to carry out the following work
to improve ROSSE in the future:

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

.

.

.

.

Efficiency. It has been shown that finding a minimal
reduct in Rough sets is an NP-hard problem when
the number of properties gets large [28]. Heuristic
methods need to be investigated to speed up the
process in service property reduction.
Scalability. The number of services that are registered
with ROSSE could be large. Scalability is another
issue that needs to be addressed. UDDI version 3
provides supports for multiple registries, but the
specification does not specify how these registries
should be structured to enhance scalability in service
registration. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems such as Chord [29] and
Pastry [30] have shown their efficiency and scalability in content distribution and lookup. We expect
that ROSSE’s scalability in service discovery can be
improved with DHT-structured P2P systems.
Deployment. Services, once discovered by ROSSE and
selected by the user, should be dynamically deployed
and invoked [43]. Such deployment could be made
part of an existing workflow engine such as Triana
[47], which could utilize such a discovery technique
like ROSSE as part of the enactment process.
Ontology alignment [44]. Services may be advertised
with properties that follow distinct ontologies. To
further increase the accuracy of service discovery,
ROSSE needs to be enhanced with the existing
efforts on ontology alignment such as [45] and [46].
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